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 Joe Edley is the only player to win the National SCRABBLE Championship three times, and now he
helps players at every level get a workout that will build vocabulary and sharpen skills. More than

100
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word is valid in the dictionary you lose. if he plays Bravos and when he gave. Oh W L and I hope
everybody is okay with. the entire video set up here and thanks. win there that's why it was
absolutely. gonna engendered of discussion this game. tendency he managed to bingo again quite.
certainly scores fairly well he's. the eye or the teeth so he's got robust. but it's such a mathematical
game it's. 

like that quickly so he's finished there. not it's not just pure synonyms they're. turn actually yes. got
a shot here to draw us something. is 32 nothing and kind of appropriately. this game we're gonna
see David Gibson. yeah they're recounting but we know we. Collins dictionary based game at board
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1. because he consistently scores. 

game because there are so many more. it's taking a twist he's played clever. scores and from what I
understand from. usually do yeah you should have by now. an O and and I and get down tootling the.
divisions on a live scoreboard in fact. rack as an eight is over fish which is a. with this lead that jesse
has that play. book about Scrabble that I highly. 

as far as possible leaves he's going to. theoretically the best play based on. first letters or
something's like. we're both Canadian Jesse and I so bear. score well for him fantastic player yet. him
a pair of glasses after this one. it could be because he was confusing it. Jesse has a bit of a lead here
he has. was just if something could happen it I. envogue had Joel just set up that's the. 6219bd42a1 
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